2002 ford ranger front suspension diagram

Most older pickup trucks came with either a solid front axle or a double wishbone independent
suspension design. But through both of its generations, the Ford Ranger kept it weirdâ€”just as
I like it. Those crossed arms controlled the lateral forces applied to the wheels, while radius
arms reached forward from behind the arms to stabilize each wheel in the fore-aft direction.
Notice how the I-beams attach to a knuckle via C-shaped end forgings, just like you might see
on a solid axle. The ball joints between those end forgings and the knuckles allow the wheels to
pivot when steering. Those I-beams hold the wheel laterally, but they do nothing to prevent the
wheel from moving fore-aft. For that, there are radius arms that connect to the end of the
I-Beams before the knuckle on one end, and to frame-mounted bushings on the other. So as the
wheels move up and down, the I-beams pivot, and the coil springs compress and extend. All the
while, the radius arms on each side rotate about their bushings, moving a shock absorber up
and down to damp the ride. Even more exciting than the Twin I-beam setup is the twin traction
beam design, which is the four-wheel drive version of the Twin I-beam, except, instead of solid
metal I-beams to locate the wheels, there are two articulating axle housings, one of which
includes a differential, and both of which contain axle shafts to send power to the wheels. Both
pivot about a frame-mounted bracket, and like the I-Beam setup, a radius arm locates the
wheels fore-aft. Quite a few four-wheel drive Ford trucks came with a twin traction beam
designâ€”the Ranger, Bronco, Explorer, F and F But that design is now dead and gone, replaced
by more conventional independent setups and solid front axles. Nothing special:. The torsion
bar got rid of the coil spring up front, and replaced it with a cylindrical metal bar, with hexagonal
ends. One end of the bar slid into a hex-shaped sleeve on the lower control arm, while the other
end slid into a hex-shaped torsion key mounted to the frame. As the wheel moved up and down
with bumps in the road, the lower control arm tried to rotate the beam, but since the other end
of the beam was held in place via the torsion key, the beam simply twisted, acting like a spring.
So the next time you see a standard, boring old Ford Ranger driving by, check out its front
suspension. It could be a Twin I-Beam, a Twin Traction Beam, or even a torsion bar
setupâ€”three very rare birds in the modern light-duty truck world. Tech Editor, Jalopnik. Owner
of far too many Jeeps. Follow my instagram davidntracy. Always interested in hearing from
engineersâ€”email me. But I disagree with your idea that the Ford Ranger was boring. Let me
tell you why However, I know for a fact it could handle heavier loads in the bed. I mistreated it
and it still got me where I wanted to go. I averaged upper 20s, with an occasional low 30 mpg
average. Right up until you hit 45 mph, then the engine started struggling. And, I had plenty of
room, even with it as a small truck, to get to the parts to fix. Which is a shame. I really would go
out today to buy a brand new Ranger as a small truck. I still miss that truck. I tracked it down to
when it was sent across the border into Mexico. I really want it back, but have no clue how to go
about it now. The A. Truck Yeah. David Tracy. Truck Yeah The trucks are good! Prev Next View
All. David Tracy Posts Email Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Looking
for details concerning Ford Ranger Suspension Diagram? You might be a specialist who
intends to look for referrals or solve existing troubles. Or you are a student, or maybe even you
who just want to know about Ford Ranger Suspension Diagram. Whatever you are, we try to
bring the web content that matches just what you are looking for. You could originate from an
internet search engine, then discover this web site. This topic is a great deal of individuals
looking on the net, consequently we collect images from different dependable sources as well
as comprehend in their field. The results of the aggregation are published on this web site.
Below are some of the top illustrations we receive from numerous sources, we wish these
images will certainly be useful to you, as well as hopefully very pertinent to just what you want
concerning the Ford Ranger Suspension Diagram is. This image we have filteringed system
from excellent produce the most effective picture, however exactly what do you think? We
intend to make a web site valuable for many people. If the image over is not really clear, please
click the image you wish to enlarge, after that you will be taken to one more web page to display
a clearer as well as larger picture, you will additionally be presented information from gambvar.
Below this site there is also a Ford Ranger Suspension Diagram picture gallery, if the picture
above is inadequate for you. Tags: ford ranger front end suspension diagram ford ranger rear
suspension diagram ford ranger suspension diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't
waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. Rear tire fell out onto road, rotted carrier, frame rotted at axle, cracked in
half while driving on highway, rear end shifted, can know longer drive vehicle safely, had to buy
new truck days later! Toyota Toyota had same thing, we called all their trucks and replaced all
truck F we called all their trucks and replaced all truck frames frames, still to this day Ford has
not recognized a major problem with their frames!!! Rear bumper and spare tire holder rotted

off.. Excessive rust underneath. Logging this complaint due to the gas tank strap failure. One
gas tank strap separated from underneath the truck bed approximately one month ago - age
With the spare tire, I noticed it hanging low 3 of 4 fasteners had pulled away from their mounts ,
and with little effort, was able to have it fall off. Had the remaining fastener failed on the
highway, obviously bad things could have happened. With the gas tank strap, luckily it
separated from underneath the bed rather than from the frame, and I could hear it rubbing
against the drive shaft. The other strap was able to carry the entire weight until I was able to
secure the gas tank. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission
engine complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Ranger
recall. Was pulling into friends driveway when I heard a cracking noise when I checked the left
rear spring hanger pulled out of the rusted frame. I pulled off the bed of the truck and found
several areas which were severely rusted including the spare tire carrier and the straps which
hold up the gas tank. I am the original owner of the vehicle and have lived in Pennsylvania the
whole time. Rear leaf shackles replaced, rotted from frame, last Aug to pass inspection. This
winter , the spare tire carrier frame rotted and fell from the vehicle, including the spare tire. Now,
upon inspection of the bed appearing crooked, the drivers side frame in front of the drivers side
front leaf spring mount is totally rotted. This has caused the gas tank mounts to the frame to
break. It has also caused the bed to twist and the entire rear end of this vehicle is now only
supported by the passenger side frame. Bracket for spare tire rotted, tire dropped off, no car in
back of me, didn't know what happen at the time, that happened 6 month after I bought it, the
other day the frame cracked in half. Car dealer ship sold truck to me roughly 15 month ago truck
is totaled. Insurance adjuster said whole frame and under carriage is rotted" help. I purchased
this truck 1 yr ago. I took it in for inspection and found that it had severe rust problems. The
shackles for the leaf spring had completely rotted away causing the spring to rest upon the box.
The restraint for the gas tank was rotted to the point that tank was about to fall off. There was
severe rusting of the frame, especially in the rear. Yesterday I had something go wrong with my
Ford Ranger and I needed to have it towed home. This problem will be the end of my wonderful
trucks life because the inspection is also due and I have been told that due to extensive rust
and a cracked rear frame, my truck will never be able to pass inspection. The body, interior and
engine are all in great shape. The spare tire support is almost completely eaten away and the
gas tank supports rotted away years ago. My mechanic had to rig a wire hanger for the gas tank.
While my truck was on the flat bed, the mechanic mentioned that Ranger are know for the
frames being eaten away. I have been doing research and understand now how common this
problem is. Why has Ford not recalled this poorly made frame just like Toyota did" is it because
not enough people have died from it?? Took vehicle to mechanic because of tapping noise
coming from front end. Mechanic replaced bushings and support rods on both sides but the
tapping noise persisted. After returning to the repair shop, the mechanic pointed out that the
boots on all upper and lower ball joints had rotted out and apparently led to premature failure of
the ball joints. Since the vehicle was purchased new, kept in a garage and has had minimal use
of only 10, miles over eleven years, the mechanic said he had no other explanation as to why
they need replacement after such low mileage. The contact owns a Ford Ranger. The contact
stated while changing fluids, he discovered a broken shock on the rear axle. Upon further
inspection, he noticed the front shock tower mounts and the frame were fractured. The vehicle
was taken to a private mechanic where the failure was confirmed. The vehicle was repaired. The
manufacturer was contacted about the failure. The failure mileage was , When pulling into a
driveway, I heard a loud crack from the rear of the truck. After inspection, the rear frame had
rusted to the point where the leaf spring mount detached from the frame. If this would have
happened while hauling a load, or pulling a trailer at highway speeds, it could have led to a
crash. My frame is completely rusted despite the body, engine and interior being in good shape.
My spare tire mount rotted and the spare fell off. One of the crossmembers that held the evap
canister completely broke off as I was driving staying attached only by the electrical connector.
The frame on the passenger side completely severed just forward of the axle. The leaf spring is
the only thing holding it together and those shackles look like they're ready to go. Ford sucks! I
noticed my vehicle had a slight sag to it so I took it in to an independent shop, the mechanic
gave me horrifying news, stating my vehicle was unsafe to drive due to the frame being
excessive rotted out, he showed my where the spare tire was being held on the rust h
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ad eaten away the support and said I was luck not to lose the spare on the highway. Also the
gas tank supports were completely gone. The truck has 67K miles. The outside looks beautiful

and clean you would never tell by looking at the truck that the undercarriage was rotted. I find it
absurd that a truck well taken care has turned to this I had the work done and I did not re-attach
the spare tire. Its in the cab. Brought truck into service center for noise in front. Raised truck to
inspect complete undercariage rusted beyond belief, front to rear bolts, nuts, brackets, frame,
shocks, etc. Main concern is frame, brake lines had to have rear leaf spring support and bracket
replaced because it was ready to break. Had shocks replaced because they looked like they
could bust at any time. This is a truck with less than 32, miles body still looks great but
underneath is questionable is there a recall or something I can fall back on "?? Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:.

